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Native Americans controlled fuel buildup with periodic low-level burns, but this is impossible today, because of the massive accumulations of fuel. There is no undo button for a century of mistakes. The government cannot afford to thin overgrown forests and remove the excess fuel from millions of acres, so the stage is set for catastrophic fires. There will come a day when the cost and availability of oil makes modern high-tech firefighting impossible. Forests often die in slow motion. A speedy decline might take 25 years, and be invisible to casual observers. Forest death increased in the Institute Trees Now...Stop Global Warming with trees XXX VVVV BBB. Gloria Acy. 10:14. VanossGaming: Dying Noobs (Dying Light Co-op Gameplay Moments & Glitches). Dying Light. 1:32. Think Like a Tree - Using Live Oak Trees as a Blueprint for Surviving Hurricanes. WIRED. 0:43. River Phoenix Interview - Save The Forests Rally. Milan Suggs. 2:08. horror of black forests.